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• Charge independence, charge symmetry 

   and their breaking (CIB, CSB) 

• CSB interactions 

• np scattering 

• np → dπ0 



Isospin symmetry breaking 

General view of strong interactions: 

  - charge independent (invariant in rotations 

    in isospin space) ↔ isoscalars 

  - good approximation 

  - e.g. different masses of charged and 

    neutral pions give rise to isotensor force 

     ”Class II” 



One consequence: 

i.e. np interaction more attractive 
 

This difference only in isospin one states  
 

Basic origin electromagnetic differences 

within e.g. π0 and π±  
 

Spin-space symmetries same as for 

isoscalar interactions 



Flavour symmetry in Particlish: u ↔ d quarks 

 

Layman: n ja p very different and no symmetry 

Nuclear physicist: neutron and proton ”same” 

 

Changes from this symmetry breaking in nuclei  

small but for us profound consequences 



CSB (and CIB) can be seen in low energy 

(nuclear) scattering parametres: 

 

app = -17.3 ± 0.4 fm        rpp = 2.85 ± 0.04 fm 
 

ann = -18.8 ± 0.3 fm        rnn = 2.75 ± 0.11 fm 
 

anp = -23.77 ± 0.09 fm    rnp = 2.75 ± 0.05 fm 

 

    nn ≈ 0.6% stronger attraction than pp 

        (but still within T=1: no isospin mixing) 



Symmetry broken at least by: 

   - electromagnetic interactions 

   - neutron-proton mass difference 

   - meson mixing, ρω and πη 

   - basic origin up- and down-quark mass  

     difference and EM interactions of quarks 

 

Nolen-Schiffer anomaly in nuclei: nn vs. pp 

 

These cause also CSB nuclear interactions 

which can change (mix) isospin in two-nucleon 

systems. 







 

How to see?  np vs. pn?  
 

Also spin changes: configuration mixing 
1P1  ↔  3P1  and  1D2 ↔  3D2  (i.e. in L=J≠0 

states)    study polarization (analyzing 

power) difference  ΔA = An – Ap  
 

Very small  (a few thousandths) vs. uncertainties 

in beam and target polarizations, but these can  

be minimized at zero crossing angle of A 
 

You might be measuring this… 

Δε = ½ <PB + PT> ΔA + (PB – PT) <A> 

 



Knowing the slope one can get ΔA from 

zero  crossing angle difference 



TRIUMF 

@ 347 MeV 

 

Predictions 

Contributions 

from various 

CSB mechanisms: 

np mass diff in 

OPE dominant at 

this energy 

Iqbal & JAN 



 

 

Experiments at different energies: theory OK 



With ispin and parity conservation:  

    (even) singlets → odd l pions, 

    (odd) triplets → even l pions 





Mechanisms 

Direct        Δ             s-wave rescatt.      HME 





U.Van Kolck, JN, G.A.Miller PLB 493, 65 



Two parametres, contributions to neutron-

proton mass difference: 

quark mass difference, a few MeV 

-1 MeV ”hard” photons in N 

Meson production → linearly independent 

constraint: 

Handle on quark masses. 





Numerical result from ηπ mixing and CSB 

rescattering at 279.5 MeV (TRIUMF): 

    ηN coupling OTB weaker;           OTB 0.15% x 
 

Cottingham formula:              = -(0.76±0.30) MeV  

and             = 2.05±0.30 MeV       → 2.4 MeV 
 

Rescattering alone gives          ≈ 0.15% 

 

Experimental result is           ≈ (0.17±0.08)% 



Charge independence could be violated  

even more, charged vs. neutral pion  

mass difference → CIB potential 

 

Good data at threshold both for pp → dπ+ 

and np → dπ0. 

 

But also thresholds different and Coulomb! 

Initial E vs. final q makes dynamical difference! 

 

In the fit Coulomb and different phase space  

factors removed. 



JN, H.Machner NPA 776, 172 



Cannot reconciliate data and CI model 

Model 

Data 



Summary: 
 

ΔA in CSB np scattering (with mixing) can be 

understood by standard meson exchange 
 

CSB in pion production sets strong 

constraint on quark level contributions to  

neutron-proton mass difference: 

quark mass difference ≈ 2 MeV, hard  

photons ≈ -1 MeV. 
 

Threshold data of positive and neutral pion  

production seem to call for CIB force  

mechanisms. 



Further interesting clean ispin violation (CSB): 

dd → απ reaction at IUCF.  

 

Cross section 

σ = 12.7 ± 2.2 pb at 228.5 MeV and 

σ = 15.1 ± 3.1 pb at 231.8 MeV. 

 
                            E.J.Stephenson PRL  91, 142302 (2003) 





Δε = ½ <PB + PT> ΔA + (PB – PT) <A> 



←Dynamic effect of  

     mass differences 

JN, M.Vestama PLB 394, 253 


